
THE RIVER WAY:
CEO EXCELLENCE

CEOs need to achieve results faster than ever before. Their

vertical climb is steeper. The spotlight is more intense. There is no

grace period for today’s CEOs.

The River Strength Meter: CEO Excellence

Have a profile of your CEO
role. 

 
How does the Board judge your
performance? What results are

expected of you? Your team? The
company? What do others expect of

you? Know your role and
communicate it.

Plan your onboarding. 
 

Think about the first 100 days. Are
you prepared to make that first

impression? How will you
communicate? Where is the “low
hanging fruit?” What are your

personal priorities? What do you
want to learn?

Gather feedback
constantly. 

 
This is tough to do for a CEO.

Subordinates rarely want to give
unvarnished feedback. Yet,

research shows that being open
to and gathering feedback is

strongly correlated to leadership
success. Create an anonymous
multi-rater process (360) every
18-24 months. Gather informal

feedback at the end of
significant events.

Find a small pool of trusted advisors. 
 

A former-CEO mentor can be helpful,
especially for first-time CEOs. Use a coach or

advisor to guide behavior. Find experts to help
with specific leadership challenges such as a

troublesome executive or a malfunctioning top
team.

Develop yourself as CEO. 
 

The role is unique. Development
and learning needs to be

uniquely customized to the world
of the CEO.
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Failing Struggling Coping Performing Succeeding Excelling

Unwilling to listen
to feedback.
 
Distrust of those
around them.
 
Afraid to
surround
themselves with
talented leaders.
 
Unable to
orchestrate
strategic
conversations.

Disagreements
among executive
team.
 
Dysfunctional
leader behavior
tolerated.
 
Identifying 
future leaders 
by familiarity
rather than
assessed skill
alignment and
merit.

Belatedly listens
to Board or
expert advice.
 
A functional
group of
executives.
 
Identifying 
future leaders 
by familiarity
rather than
assessed skill
alignment and
merit.

A well-designed
executive team
operating in the
best interests of
the organization.
 
Seeks support,
feedback and
guidance from
trusted advisors
both internally
and externally.

Undertakes
formal 360°
feedback every
18-24 months.
 

Embraces
continuous
improvement in
the role and has
a CEO learning
plan.
 

Alignment of
leaders on
strategy and
culture.
 

More than one
potential
successor
identified.

Regularly seeks
informal
feedback,
especially after
noteworthy
events.
 
Focused on multi-
generational
succession.
 
Leads by
example
regarding the
organization’s
culture and
requires the same
of his/her team.

WEAK MODERATE STRONG


